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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

Context

East Dunbartonshire was formed in 1996 at the creation of the unitary authorities and
the break up of Strathclyde Region. It is approximately 77 square miles (20,172
hectares) in total land area to the north of Glasgow. The majority of the 105,000
population (79%) reside in the towns of Bearsden, Milngavie, Bishopbriggs, and
Kirkintilloch.
It has a thriving economy as illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1.
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Of those who are employed 55% are employed are within the sectors of Management,
Directors and Senior Officials; Professional Occupations; or Associate Professional
and Technical.
1.2.

Travel Patterns

Over 25,000 of this economically active population (49%) work or study in Glasgow;
4,000 travel by bus, 3,600 by train and 17,000 by car. This has been a stable figure,
despite a recent rise in rail use.

The number of people who drive to work as shown in Table 2 is higher than in the
Regional Transport Partnership area (Strathclyde Partnership for Transport – SPT)
area or Scotland as a whole and accords with the relatively senior sectors of
employment noted above.
Figure 2.
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The main vehicle routes into Glasgow are the A803 from Kirkintilloch through
Bishopbriggs to Springburn and the A81 from Milngavie through Bearsden to
Anniesland Cross or through Maryhill Road. The A806 opened in 2010 to link
Kirkintilloch with the M80 and this is another major route into Glasgow. At the same
time, the M80 has been extended towards the M9. These are shown in Figure 3.
This number of vehicles travelling to and from Glasgow each day puts a lot of
pressure on the road network. The A803 operates over capacity in the morning peak,
although the number of vehicles has reduced over the last 5 years. This may be due to
the economic climate or the opening of the A806. There will be further changes to
traffic flows on the A803 as the Bishopbriggs Relief Road progresses and links the
east of Bishopbriggs with Robroyston. Traffic is expected to increase on the A81
corridor as development proceeds in the Kilmardinny / Westpark area.

Figure 3.
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1.3.

North
Lanarkshire

Centrally Integrated Traffic Control

Strathclyde Regional Council installed the Centrally Integrated TRAffic Control
(CITRAC) system across much of the region in the early 1980s. This synchronised
signals along routes and reported faults to the centre for quick attendance and repair.
The area that became East Dunbartonshire had 40 sites which remained under the
CITRAC control through an agreement with Glasgow City Council (GCC).
In the late 1990s GCC recognised that CITRAC had a limited life and would require
to be replaced. The solution was the development of the BIAS (Bus Information and
Signalling) system; a more dynamic system that would respond to traffic demands and
in particular provide the ability to deliver bus priority where required. BIAS is an
implementation of SCOOT integrated with other systems. Due to a range of technical
challenges it was not until around 2005 that GCC began working towards the
implementation of BIAS.
As local authorities began to move towards alternative traffic signal control and come
off CITRAC, the pro rate costs for those retaining CITRAC were set to increase to
cover maintenance of the system. It was clear, however, that support for CITRAC
would be withdrawn completely. Further, the signal timings associated with CITRAC
became dated and it was not clear that they were the most appropriate to minimise
delay for current traffic conditions.
At Bishopbriggs Cross in particular, the Council received complaints about peak time
congestion and a lack of time given for pedestrians to cross the road. There was a
degree of cross boundary blame about who was responsible for the signals, East
Dunbartonshire as the local authority or Glasgow as the service provider.
1.4.

Other Concerns

In 2005 the Council declared an air quality management area for the A803 through
Bishopbriggs due to repeatedly high emissions linked to congestion. The Air Quality
Action Plan (AQAP) had an action to support and facilitate implementation of a
Quality Bus Corridor on A803 and another to assess requirements for additional

traffic management on A803 corridor. These actions encouraged officers to examine
an alternative urban traffic control.
In 2005 the Council received developer contributions for a SCOOT (Split Cycle
Offset Optimisation Technique) system in Bearsden. However technical challenges
meant that it was unable to implement the system at that time.
The Local Transport Strategy (LTS) 2009-13 had seven principle objectives. These
included: manage the transport network effectively with a focus on reducing
congestion, and improve air quality. Within these objectives, there were further
objectives to reduce congestion, increase sustainable travel and increase the walking
and cycling accessibility of town centres.
Building on the LTS, in 2010, the Council approved a move towards SCOOT as an
adaptive, real-time method of traffic control that would replace CITRAC and support
the aims of the AQAP and LTS. It is anticipated that SCOOT can reduce pollution
emissions by between 3% and 6% and outperform ‘good’ fixed time plans by
reducing delay by more than 25%.
East Dunbartonshire Council, like all local authorities, faces tough financial choices.
The Council does not have a large staff trained in UTC and has relied on Glasgow CC
to deliver this through CITRAC. Through a consortium agreement, Siemens Ltd.
provides maintenance of signalling equipment and responds to call outs.
2.

IMPLEMENTING SCOOT

2.1.

Early Days

Atkins involvement with supporting EDC’s traffic signal design and operations dates
back to about 2005 and one of the earliest schemes we looked at was the
implementation of SCOOT1 on the A81 corridor (see Figure 4). At that time Atkins
owned and operated a SCOOT system (in joint venture with Siemens, under the name
SA2000) to provide Essex with SCOOT signal coordination as part of a wider
highway services contract. Using that instation we were also delivering SCOOT
signals management to South End on Sea and Thurrock Councils, which although
within Essex had their own high responsibilities. We suggested to EDC that using
appropriate communication links we might be able to do the same for them.
Given the technology available in 2006 the solution required 3 telephone lines on
street, one for each junction controller (the pedestrian crossing being a slave off the
adjacent junction controller) and carrying an ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber
Line) circuit. In our control centre it required a telephone line with a multi-routing
ADSL modem so as links could be created to each controller.
Fortunately each of the three controllers had a telephone line in place for the operation
of CITRAC. In many locations only every second or third controller has a telephone
line and private wire circuits (laid in local ducting) link the junctions together. Even
so BT had to provide new Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) lines (over
spare pairs in the existing cables) as the CITRAC solution used multi-drop circuits
which are not part of the PSTN and do not support ADSL.

Figure 4.

A81 Corridor

The total cost of installing these four circuits (3 on street and one in Atkins control
centre) was only about £1,500 as no civils work was necessary; however the
operational cost for running the lines was about £10,000 per annum. Given this was
only the cost of communicating with the signals and there would be operational and
management costs over and above that it was decided in 2007 that it was not cost
effective to pursue the solution at that stage as the cost per junction would be so high
(in excess of £4,000 per annum).
2.2.

A New Dawn

In 2010 EDC approached Atkins to look at the feasibility of implementing SCOOT on
the B757 corridor in Kirkintilloch where significant change was anticipated associated
with the opening of the Kirkintilloch Link Road (connecting to the M80 which was
also being extended from Stepps to Haggs) and the opening of developments adjacent
to the Forth and Clyde Canal (including a new marina and office complex). The
corridor is shown in Figure 5.
By this time technology had moved forward and Atkins was able to bring forward
alternative solutions to a number of issues associated with operating SCOOT on a
small network and with limited resources. The solutions which emerged comprised:


A hosted service from an existing SCOOT installation;



Provision of a Traffic Control Computer (TCC) to act as a local connection
point and able to operate standalone if the connection to the host was lost;



The use of ADSL lines to connect the on street installations to the TCC and
the TCC to the host SCOOT system;



The use of wireless communications to provide the link between signal
installations on street; and



Installation of magnetometer detection instead of conventional inductive loop
detectors.

The solution developed on this basis was demonstrated to be cost effective. In section
3 we describe how the SCOOT system and the communications components have
been brought together. Section 4 then deals with the magnetometer detection in
detail.
3.

SYSTEM COMPONENTS

3.1.

Hosted Service

EDC signals supplier is Siemens and Atkins was operating a Siemens SCOOT2
system. System developments by Siemens had introduced the TCC as a way of
hosting remote subsystems so as to maximise their resilience by removing the
dependency on direct communication with the SCOOT in-station. Accordingly
Atkins proposed that EDC set up a SCOOT subsystem around a TCC which could be
hosted by any service provider, i.e. the system was going to be an adjunct of the
Atkins system but a sub-system initially hosted by the Atkins system. The concept is
illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 5.
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The TCC is able to operate SCOOT autonomously on a day to day basis and provide
EDC with tools to understand how traffic is behaving and the SCOOT system
responding. As long as the link to the host system is operational this can also be done
on the ghost site, providing operational flexibility and resilience. If the SCOOT host
is not available; either because it is faulty or because of a communications failure; the
TCC can operate the system effectively in its own right. The TCC cannot however be
used to update the system configuration in terms of adding / altering junction details;
changing the weightings applied to different traffic streams; or undertaking system
validation.
3.2.

Traffic Control Computer

As described above the TCC is an excellent operational tool for much of the day to
day operation; it also provides a communications hub to enable a number of corridors
to be run remotely and linked back with a single line to the SCOOT host.
Accordingly as EDC grows its SCOOT system it only needs to link to the TCC
(housed in its Broomhill offices). There is no need to link each corridor to the
SCOOT host site. This saves cost and means that through the TCC EDC has a single
point through which it can monitor and manage its SCOOT installations.
3.3.

ADSL Circuits

ADSL technology is now a ubiquitous form of communication which can be found in
many homes and businesses. It provides a broadband connection over a convention 2
wire circuit as part of the PSTN. As ADSL circuits have become increasingly
common the cost has dropped and they can be installed for a few hundred pounds and
operated for a few pounds per month. To communicate securely over ADSL circuits
Virtual Private Networks (VPN) can be created. These can be thought of as secure
tunnels through the internet which use dedicated connections and encryption
technology to transmit information. Again with the increasing availability of ADSL
(and other broadband) circuits this technology has become very readily available and
cost effective. Typically they are used commercially to link offices or sites as
illustrated in Figure 7. By adapting this technology SCOOT can be securely
delivered.

Figure 7.

3.4.

Example of Use of Virtual Private Network

Wireless Communications

The final element of the communication is the use of wireless communications to link
the on street traffic signal equipment. The use of secure MESH3 technology enables
links to be established between traffic signal controllers without the need for
expensive ducting to connect the cabinets. This complements the use of
magnetometer detection (see below) which also eliminated the need for ducting.
By mounting antennae on signal poles (see Figure 8) with line of sight between them
the outstation transmission units (OTU) which interface the controllers to the SCOOT
host can communicate, passing the signal from node to node. In a large scale urban
network this can create multiple paths between nodes providing redundancy and
thereby additional security of service. However in the case of the B757 the network
was linear and therefore is dependent on all nodes being operational. As they are
highly reliable this is not seen as being an issue. Also if communication is lost
individual sites will revert to their default plan.
The MESH radios can transmit over significant distances (> 1 km) so distance tends
not to be the limiting factor but rather obstruction due to features of the horizontal and
/ or vertical road geometry. Repeaters can be used to “turn corners” but the need for a
mains power at the repeater can make then expensive (when attached to traffic signals
they draw their power from the power supply in the signal controller cabinet).

Figure 8.

3.5.

Typical MESH Wireless Installation (NOW Wireless)

Creating an Integrated Solution

Having identified these components how do they come together to deliver an
integrated solution? We worked with a number of suppliers to ensure that the various
components would work together:


Atkins – Traffic Control Centre to provide SCOOT hosting



Siemens – EDC’s signals contractor



NOW4 Wireless – MESH communications provider



EDC’s ICT Service to procure services from the Council’s preferred suppliers:
o PSTN circuits from BT; and
o ADSL service from Eclipse Internet.

The integrated solution is illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9.

System Schematic

It can be seen that although this is an integrated solution it is also a distributed
solution with various components located in different places. In summary:


EDC’s Broomhill Depot, hosts:
o Traffic Control Computer with terminal / printer;
o MESH Manager which operates the wireless communications
(including the backhaul over the ADSL link); and
o Associated routers, modems and switches.
All this is housed in a half height rack, with an uninterruptable power supply
for additional resilience.



Atkins’ Chelmsford Control Centre, hosts:
o SCOOT in-station; and
o Router and ADSL line.



NOW Wireless (based in Guildford):
o Support and diagnostic systems to assist in managing communications
and dealing with any problems;



On the B757 in Kirkintilloch:
o In the controller cabinet at the Lenzie Road / Donaldson Street
junction:
 A PSTN telephone circuit with an ADSL service;
 A NOW Wireless “Endpoint”; and
 A Siemens modem.
This equipment supports the backhaul link to Broomhill
o The controller cabinet also houses a Siemens SCOOT OTU and a
NOW Wireless MAP unit is mounted on a signal pole at this junction;
o The other three junctions are each equipped with an OTU, and a NOW
wireless VMA unit is mounted on a signal pole.

The key features of this solution are:
 EDC has a SCOOT system without the need for dedicated or specialist staff;
 The system is monitored by experienced SCOOT control centre staff from
08:00 to 18:00 Monday to Friday;
 Faults are managed on EDC’s behalf;
 The costs associated with the solution have made it affordable to EDC;
 It is robust, scalable and adaptable; and
 It is flexible.
3.6.

Scaling the Solution

The way in which the solution can be scaled has resulted in EDC seeking to add
further corridors / areas:




the A803 through Bishopbriggs (8 junctions);
the A81 in Bearsden (3 junctions and 2 pedestrian crossings); and
Milngavie Town Centre (initially 4 junctions and 1 pedestrian crossing).

The first two of theses have had the on street equipment installed and will be going
live around the time conference. The expanded system with these 2 corridors added is
detailed in Figure 10. Due to the greater number of nodes on the A803 corridor and
its greater length two ADSL backhaul links are installed linking it to the Broomhill
depot; this gives resilience. It should be noted that the NOW Wireless technology
enables multiple ADSL links to be run using a single ADSL circuit at the Council’s
Broomhill Depot; another cost saving. A more conventional approach would see a
separate ADSL line at the depot for each link and each would also require a Siemens
modem and associated equipment adding significantly to both the capital and
operating costs.
Figure 10.

Full System Schematic

The system can continue to be expanded in stage to meet EDC’s changing needs. The
only requirements being:


Each node requires a SCOOT licence, as these come in blocks of 10 it is
straightforward to expand the licensing as and when required;



The bandwidth of the ADSL line at Broomhill depot may require to be
increased as the number of nodes under control increases to handle the volume
of data traffic; however ADSL circuits do have a maximum upload speed,
which may become the limiting factor. In this case either additional ADSL

circuits can be installed to share the load or a higher capacity service e.g. a
fibre optic or cable connection could replace the ADSL service.


The NOW Wireless L2 Concentrator can support up to 16 ADSL links, so at
some point a second one may be required; and



The MESH router can support about 50 traffic signal OTUs so in due course
additional / upgraded equipment may be needed.

4.

MAGNETOMETER DETECTION

4.1.

Conventional Loop Detectors

Conventional loop based detection uses a loop of wire (normally of 3 turns) set in the
road surface. This is connected to a detector card in the controller which places a
small low voltage current in the loop, this in turn creates a small electromagnetic field
extending over and around the loop and above the road surface. When a large
metallic object (a vehicle) passes through the loop it is acted on by the
electromagnetic field and this in turn (through induction) affects the current in the
wire which can be measured by the circuitry on the detector card. The detector card
can be adjusted to tune the loop for proper operation. There are two main issues
facing loop detectors:


The significant duct infrastructure required to connect the loops to the signal
controllers; and



Damage to the loops both due to excavations by utilities and failure of the road
surface due to poor reinstatements, frost damage and rutting.

SCOOT depends on good detection and for many Roads Authorities the challenge and
cost of maintaining effective SCOOT detection can be significant. As a result other
forms of detection have emerged over the years.
Theses tend to be based on microwaves or passive infrared technology and both of
these are very effective at detecting the presence of vehicles and even pedestrians.
However SCOOT needs to know more than that it needs to establish the traffic
concentration and that is beyond these technologies as they cannot readily and
accurately distinguish individual vehicles.
4.2.

Magnetometer Detection

The basic principle of the magnetometer sensor is to use three magnetic detection
sensors to measure the X, Y and Z axis of the earth’s natural magnetic field. When no
vehicles are present the sensor will calibrate itself by measuring the values of the
background magnetic field and establishing a reference value. The passage and
presence of vehicles are detected by measuring deviations from that reference value.
Each sensor automatically self calibrates to the specific installation site and to any
long term variations of the local magnetic field by allowing this reference value to
change over time. This ensures that operation accuracy is maintained despite external
factors such as movement of the sensor due to road surface wear, tear and it shifting
over time.
It is this ability to calibrate to the local environment that also gives flexibility of
installation allowing the sensors to be located close to any existing ironwork and also
within carriageway surfaces containing reinforcing bar. Until recently a major issue

with magnetometer devices was that their sheer size, being about the diameter of a
dinner plate and over 100mm deep; this required a complex installation. This arose
not just from the magnetometer itself but the embedded radio used to communicate
with the traffic signals and the associated batteries required. Typically these devices
had a battery life of about two years.
The device adopted is the M100 Wireless Vehicle Detection System5 supplied by
Golden River Limited and is manufactured by their technology partner Sensys
Networks Incorporated which was born out research carried out at Berkeley
University in San Francisco. Sensys has taken the development, use and acceptance
of the magnetometer detectors a huge step forward by developing both a compact
magnetometer and extremely low powered two way radio communications that has
enabled the detector stud to be dramatically reduced in size (only 74mm x 74mm x
49mm deep) which includes a battery with an operational life in excess of ten years
(see Figure 11).
The magnetometer is installed in a 100mm diameter hole cored into the carriageway
to a depth of 57mm. The unit is dropped in and the space between the magnetometer
and the sides of the core filled with a two part silicone polyurea sealant, which sets
rapidly. As well as the saving s in ducting and cabling installation only takes minutes
and occupies much less road space; this saves time and is safer with less traffic
management required. Another feature is that in the event of road works or
carriageway damage affecting a sensor it can be recover and replaced once the road is
reinstated, making it a more sustainable solution than loops.
Figure 11.

4.3.

Magnetometer Detector and Detector Card

Connecting to the Controller

As noted above loop detectors have to be cabled back to the controller as they draw
power from it. This expensive and expensive ducting is needed. Because the
magnetometer detector is self contained this is not needed. To avoid this,
magnetometer detectors have an embedded radio that transmits a low power signal
that is picked up by an access point or repeater. The repeater as its name suggests
then retransmits the signal to another repeater or an access point. The magnetometer
has to be within 30m of the access point or repeater but the repeaters and access point
can be up to 100m apart. The repeaters can be mounted on any convenient item of

street furniture whereas the access points are mounted on signal poles so that they can
be connected to the controller through the signal ducting. Figure 12 shows the
system components and Figure 13 a typical layout.
Figure 12.

Communications Components for Magnetometer Detectors
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Installed Access Points
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Typical Magnetometer Detector Installation

The access point and the repeater have a 120o field of view and therefore can at
junctions pick up detectors on different arms of the junction. Where necessary
repeaters can be mounted back-to-back and connected so that longer distances can be
covered. The access points are powered from the signal controller (through the
interface card) and the repeaters are battery powered (both 2 year and 8 year battery
life options are available).
The detector signal feeds into the controller from the access points which are linked
by CAT5 cable into the controller cabinet where they connect onto the proprietary
detector cards which sit in the signal controller manufacturer’s rack and interface to
the controller in place of the normal loop detector cards.
4.4.

Cost Effectiveness

As noted in section 4.1 one of the major issues with loop detection is the cost of
connecting the loops. In the B757 scheme the cost of installing a complete

magnetometer detection system (providing both standard and SCOOT detection, 20
detectors in total) was less than the cost of the additional ducting infrastructure
necessary to implement SCOOT detection. Over and above this the cost of loop and
feeder installation was obviated and the associated traffic management and the cost of
commissioning was reduced as the traffic signals supplier did not have to provided
detector cards or allow for the work of stripping and terminating the incoming loop
feeders.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

By combining a range of technologies EDC has been able to realise its desire to
implement SCOOT on key corridors within its area. As a small local authority with
limited human and physical resources they had not been able to do this because of:





The high cost of upgrading their signal installations to provide the detection
required for SCOOT;
Concerns at being able to maintain SCOOT loops working effectively given
issues of road maintenance and disruption / damage by public utilities;
Lack of a cost effective communication solution; and
The difficulty in justifying, recruiting and retaining specialist SCOOT
operational staff;

The innovative strategy, using new technologies delivers a highly cost effective
solution which can be scaled and flexed as the Council’s needs change over time.
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